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When Fred formed his own parahuman clan out of necessity, he understood that it was going to

come with new responsibilities. Much as he hoped those tasks would center around extra

paperwork and perhaps the occasional mandatory class, enough time around the supernatural has

taught him to be ready for anything. Or so he thought.As a freelance accountant for the Agency,

Fred soon finds himself being tossed into new, unexpected, and perilous situations. From

inventorying ghostly castles, to exploring unsettling amusement parks, to negotiating with

dangerous mages, it seems there is no end to the uses for an accountant of FredÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

specialty. But dangerous as the new jobs are, the greatest threat may come from the past. An old

enemy is making waves once more, an enemy who would go to great lengths to destroy Fred and

everyone he loves. And this time, they've brought backup.The fourth book in the hilarious series

following Fred, the vampire accountant, and the misadventures he finds himself in.Read the other

books in this series:#1: The Utterly Uninteresting and Unadventurous Tales of Fred, The Vampire

Accountant: https://www..com/gp/product/B00M6AM6Q8/ref=series_rw_dp_sw#2: Undeath &

Taxes: https://www..com/gp/product/B012P8CF6Q/ref=series_rw_dp_sw#3: Bloody Acquisitions:

https://www..com/gp/product/B01HOOA2PW/ref=series_rw_dp_sw
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The Fangs of Freelance (Fred, the Vampire Accountant, #4)by Drew HayesAwwww. Another fine

adventure with Fred, Krystal, Arch, Bubba, Richard, Sally and the King of the West, Gideon.I love

the way Hayes told 5 separate adventures in this one book, all neatly packaged in nicely separated,

clearly delineated sections. Just what one would expect from a highly competent accountant -- alive,

undead or otherwise.In Book 4, Fred becomes a freelance asset to the Agency, gets his first

assignment for the Agency in the form of doing inventory of property and records at a castle where

the agents have recently cleared away paranormal beings (well, sort of), inventories an abandoned

carnival for his Therian friend, Richard, meets with Krystal's superiors and negotiates a better

contract for her, and finally is sent on a dangerous mission to inventory one of the Agency's bases

in a city where his sire, Quin, is located. Danger is around every curve (and you usually know it's

coming by the preceding what-could-go-wrong type statement). And you have to read the book to

get to the "awww" part!The book is expertly written, edited and proofed. Characterizations are

spot-on, consistent, yet show growth with every new adventure. Lots of danger. Lots of action. Lots

of gore. A ton of humor!That's it, folks. I have nothing to complain about except that now there is

that inevitable wait until Fred's next adventure is published! For me, anyway, a perfect read.

I really love the Vampire Accountant series. The characters are unique and fully developed and the

plots all seem logical and we'll thought out. There are multiple stories in each book and they all

seem to flood like actual life. The thing I like best so far is that the characters are growing and the

plots are developing and the series hasn't had to get WORLD THREATENING to keep our interest.

Life in general is just a series of events that connect to make a life lived. Most series feel that the

next threat must be bigger and better and the protagonist has to be battered and beaten to within an

inch of their life. I enjoy an author that can write a series without going overboard to try to keep their

audience or publisher interested, instead using good storytelling to keep us coming back for more.

And I will be buying more of this authors work ( I already have purchased and read most of his

books and you should too).Highly recommend this authors books.

The tales of Fred the Vampire Accountant continue in fine fashion, this book almost felt more like a



collection of Fred short stories than a cohesive novel as it shifts gears quite a bit to various different

settings for Fred. As usual, his moral compass is a very attractive component for Fred as he is more

of a leader than he realizes to his new "House of Fred". The workings inside the Agency are viewed

really for the first time and not just through Krystal. Overall though great adventures with real heart,

for me captures some of the best of the old Star Trek in that each character has a part to play and

the team does it's best when everyone contributes and here everyone does. Looking forward to the

next installment.

Drew Hayes does it again with our favorite vampire accountant, Fred. I thoroughly enjoy the series,

and this book is just another positive mark in the ledger.... upon noticing the 4th book, I immediately

bought it and consumed it in a single sitting, and will now go back to read it againdo note that you

should take my review with a grain of salt, as I have long been a fan of mixing the mystical with the

mundane, but the Fred the Vampire Accountant series is by far the best I ever read of this subgenre

I just love the pure ordinariness of Fred, well aside from the fact that he's a vampire and stuff. He

just happens to have some very powerful friends. He isn't bothered by the power plays of the

various supernatural clans, he just marches to the beat of his own drum and treats others with the

respect you would anticipate from your bland (not really) everyday accountant (who is a vampire..).

Love these stories, please Drew keep them coming!

This was very fun. We got to seem Fred on some jobs still running into trouble. If you liked funny

office man vampire dealing with dangerous situations you'll find this funny. And if you liked the

others in the series you like this. Just a little to short for my preferences like all the books in this

series.

This is the fourth volume about Fred the accountant / vampire. Fred keeps getting caught into

situations that accountants don't think they should be in, or at least not the really good, accurate,

careful kind of accountants. Fred has grown in these books and they are all absolutely delightful.

Another fun adventure, but this was more like a series of fun snippets where we got to world build

and get some back story for several characters. I love all of Drew's work and this is no exceptions.

Hey Drew, here's another 5 star review. Time for a shot!
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